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Index Tracking
Portfolio performance is evaluated relatively to the performance of a benchmark (stock, bond or commodity index)Passive vs active (enhanced indexation) portfolio managementmanagement
Tracking error: 
Tracking error standard deviation (TESD): 
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Cardinality constraint
Constraint on the maximum number of assets included in the portfolio
Why imposing Why imposing a cardinality constrainta cardinality constraint? Benchmarks with high number of constituent assetsBenchmarks with high number of constituent assetsAvoiding holding large portfolios that accrue management & transaction costs



Cardinality-constraint portfolio optimisation
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Combinatorial explosion with CC portfolios

30=N



Computational issues
CC significantly increase the computational effortmixed nonlinear-integer programming N=30, K=15, # combinations~=16x107!!!combinatorial explosionCC optimisation problems pose a challenge to traditional p p p goptimisation techniquesNeed for more advanced and flexible optimisation heuristics that can efficiently handle associated complexities 

Simulated Annealing
Genetic Algorithms 
Particle Swarm Optimisation



Traditional vs Fuzzy Portfolio Selection
Much of portfolio selection is about setting a) aspiration levels for performance criteria and b) constraints on risk measuresThis is often done within a “hard” mathematical programming setting (requires precise definition of objectives, preference to return and attitude towards risk often leads to “edge solutions” cannot easilyattitude towards risk, often leads to edge solutions , cannot easily reconcile multiple conflicting objectives) In practice, portfolios are structured around imprecise views of asset managers on the risk profile of trading positions“Given current market conditions, we would appreciate an annual return of not much more than 5% in excess of the benchmark““The probability of downfall should not significantly exceed 20%”Fuzzy optimization theory offers a very convenient framework for accommodating such “vague” information



Fuzzy goals and constraints



Empirical study
Benchmark: Dow Jones Industrial AveragePortfolio: 30 member stocks of the DJIA (as of 14/11/2008)Data: Daily quotes of the DJIA and its constituents from 21/01/2004 to 13/01/2005 (500  observations)250 were used for estimation and 250 for out-of-sample evaluationPortfolio Constraints: wmin=0.05, wmax=0.8 (no short selling) min , max ( g)Algorithms’ parameters: Population size: 100, number of generations: 200GA: real-encoding scheme (solutions are real vectors), pc=0.8, pm=0.01PSO: wmin= 1.0000e-003, wmax= 2, c1= 2, c2=2SA: γ= (1e-03)^(1/200)500 independent runsTwo more heuristics for detecting good asset combinations: 

MC-search (generate 2000 random asset combinations and compute optimal weight, pick the best one) 
Fundamental stock-picking heuristic (pick stocks based on an optimal combination of Size and Stock Beta)



How to deal with the cardinality constraint?We introduce proper transformations on the solution space Mixed nonlinear-integer  formulation  ⇒ unconstraint programming with continuous  variables
Simultaneously look for optimal combinations of assets and weights (see e.g. Maringer andassets and weights (see e.g. Maringer and Oyewumi (2007), Thomaidis et al. (2009)). Transformations generally lead to rugged optimisation landscapes Many local optima, “flat” regions, discontinuities
Intelligent optimisation heuristics are used to solve this problem 



Fuzzy enhanced indexationObjective 1Objective 1: Obtain some return in addition to the benchmark while keeping the total risk of the portfolio approximately equal to market’s riskObjective 2Objective 2: Restrict the probability of under-jj p yperforming the benchmark while keeping the TESD 
small



Problem formulationsObjective 1: 
Objective 2: )%101,%99;(%)30%,1;(max BBPTE ssspms ⋅Objective 2: 

%)40%,10;(%)5%,1;(max −⋅ Pzsz TE

TEs :Tracking error standard deviation
−P : Probability of underperforming the benchmark
TEm :Mean Tracking error (Excess return)

BP ss , :Portfolio (benchmark) risk (standard deviation)



Obj2: Fuzzy goal attainment



Obj2: Degree of goal attainment vsportfolio cardinality
Intelligent 
heuristics



Obj2: Stochastic convergence properties of intelligent heuristics



Obj2: Optimal capital allocation vs portfolio cardinality



Obj2: Performance of optimal portfolios
 

Degree of satisfaction Method 

Overall Obj1 Obj2  

σTE Prob 
(TE<0) 

Average 
return 

Standard 
deviation of 
returns 

Sharpe 
ratio 

Cumulative 
return 

39.75 71.66 48.07 4.20 30.82 13.60 11.11 94.33 14.63Evolutionary 
strategies 1.28 65.44 1.59 4.61 46.98 8.58 11.09 49.96 8.99 

2.37 46.41 3.90 6.17 44.99 11.07 9.92 79.82 11.76 Heuristic 

0.01 55.11 0.43 5.33 49.37 2.54 9.96 -4.73 2.66 

11.00 14.74 70.64 4.22 39.41 9.02 11.17 52.68 9.56 Monte Carlo 

0.27 67.37 0.35 4.42 49.03 4.52 11.2 14.65 4.67 

0.02 97.57  0.02 1.99 49.60 2.48 10.76 -4.82 2.51 Equally 
weighted 0.95 98.01 0.97 1.90 47.21 4.28 10.70 12.70 4.37 



Discussion
Passively holding the index portfolio is an inefficient trading strategyEnhanced indexation is feasibleOne can benefit from careful asset selection and capital allocationOptimisation increases portfolio performance in- & out-of-sampleIntelligent heuristics ⇒ superior means of solving CC portfolio l ti blselection problemsOutperform MC or simple expert rules of thumbIntroduce randomness into the search process => avoiding premature convergence and moving towards global optimaStochastic elements may lead to a large diversity of reported solutions(especially in complex landscapes)Different approach: Many independent runs are necessary before a near-optimum solution is reached with high confidenceWe provide an analysis of the stochastic convergence properties of three popular intelligent heuristics: simulated annealing, genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimisation



Further research
Alternative portfolio formulations Alternative portfolio formulations Different definitions of reward and risk
Optimal parameter setting that would boost Optimal parameter setting that would boost 
algorithmic performancealgorithmic performancealgorithmic performancealgorithmic performance
Comparison with other Comparison with other optimisationoptimisation techniques techniques including simple rules of thumb
Extending our analysis to other marketsExtending our analysis to other marketsBenchmark indexes with more member stocks (S&P 500, Russell 3000, etc)



Further research
TimeTime--series analysisseries analysisNeural network – GARCH modelsConditional density prediction
Multifactor stock pricing modelsMultifactor stock pricing modelsForecasts for the mean and correlation structure ofForecasts for the mean and correlation structure of stock returns
Statistical arbitrageStatistical arbitrageDetecting mispricings between stocksCointegration techniques to detect mean-reverting synthetic portfoliosTime-series models to predict corrections of mispricings



NN-GARCH models



Simulated annealing



Particle Swarm Optimisation



Genetic algorithms


